Semigroups of Maps into Groups, Operator Doubles, and Complex Cobordisms
In this paper we develop the theory of Lie groups and Hopf algebras defined in where tpk G G v , k = 1, 2, vg = a (v , g ).
In the case when a acts trivially, the corresponding multiplication coincides with the pointwise multiplication in G 
On the other hand, ((<P3 * <Pl) * iPl)(v) = {<P3 * ^2)(^)^l(^)(^3 * <Pl)(v) = ((p 3 {v)(p2(vi))(pi{v 2 ).
The other statements of the lemma can be verified just as easily.
•
The semigroups G£ possess the following obvious functorial properties. For example, the isomorphism X\ G' -» G, g i-> g~x induces the isomorphism : Gl -> (G Q F )' since we have (G£)' ^ (G')£ Q according to (2). In the case when the space V is supplied with a multiplication
ju: V x V ^ V , ju(v\, v 2 ) -v\v 2 ,
the following diagonal map is defined: to these actions will be the focus of our attention in the sequel. On V x G the homomorphism A induces (from the action a x ad on G x G) an action of the group G. The map a is equivariant with respect to the action of G.
Therefore we can apply Lemma 1.2.
• Another important example is given by the canonical action of the Lie group G on its Lie algebra In this case we obtain the semigroup G a .. , n. In particular, when F = {±} and G = is the group of orthogonal matrices, while the action of G on F is given by multiplication by the determinant of the matrix, we obtain an unusual semigroup structure on 0{n) x 0(n) with the following multiplication defined in accordance to (6) . Namely, if (p, y/: {±1} -> 0(H) and (*2 > yi) * Ui ,y\) = Ui + *2 + hy\x 2 , y\ + >'2 + hy\y 2 ),
i.e., the deformation of the ordinary addition (h = 0) into the noncommutative one
The following construction is related to a Lie group G and its Lie algebra 9. The exponential map E: 9 -> G defines the inclusion 
This formula implies the statement of the lemma. 
In the case of trivial action a, this lemma is the basis for constructing impor tant representations of the group G ] (see [9] ). For nontrivial actions a another particular case is also important, namely the case when W is a trivial G-module.
§2. Operator doubles of Hopf algebras
Consider a Hopf algebra X over k with unit 1 e k, antipode y: X -• X, multiplications: X®X -• X, comultiplication A: X -> X®X, and augmentation e \ X -± k. Here k is a field, but most of the constructions below work when A: is a commutative ring. All tensor products, unless otherwise specified, are over k.
DEFINITION 2.1 ([8])
. A Milnor module M over the Hopf algebra X is an algebra with unit 1 £ k which is also a module over X satisfying (2) the following commutation rule holds in MX:
When the action of X on M is trivial, we obviously have MX = In the cases when it will be necessary to stress the dependence of the O-double MX on the action of X on M, we shall use the notation M a X. Consider the Hopf algebra X* = Hom^(Jf, k) dual to the Hopf algebra X. Denote by r, /, and ad the actions of X on X* defined by the formulas
where x , y e X, o e X* and (•, •) is the canonical pairing X* ® X k.
LEMMA 2.1. With respect to the actions r, I, and ad, the algebra X* is a Milnor module over X and therefore the O-doubles X*X, X*X, and X* d X are defined.
Denote by j x the ring homomorphism X -> L{M) induced by the action a: M<g> X -» M of the Hopf algebra X on M. The algebra M a X described in Definition 2.2 was called the operator double by S. P. Novikov, because Definition 2.1 immediately implies the following statement. In the role of M, let us take the ring of a-regular functions on the space V, i.e., functions such that, given any action a and any function p(v) G M, the function p(vg) belongs to M for a fixed g and belongs to X* for a fixed v. Then the following action is defined a :
LEMMA 2.3. The given action a defines a Milnor module structure on M over the
Hopf algebra X and therefore the O-double M a X is defined. PROOF. The theorem follows from the next relations (see [4] , [10] ):
(y* 0 id)(9*) • 9* = 1; (9* 0 1)(A 0 id)(91) = (aA 0 1)(9* 0 1), 9* 0 1 = 9*n , (A 0 id)9* -9*i 3 9*23 ; (crA 0 1)(9*) = 9* 23 9*i 3 .
A direct verification shows that in order to write out the commutation rule in the canonical basis {e^e^} G T> (X) PROOF. By assumption X° = X and X* is a commutative algebra Therefore the operators 9*i 2 and 9*i 3 commute. Hence, by Theorem 3.1, we have the relation (15) 9*129*23 = 9*^9*239*i 3 9*i2.
Let us express the left-and right-hand side of equation (15) We begin with a natural dualization of the Milnor module over a Hopf algebra. PROOF. The algebra X* 0 M is a Milnor module over the Hopf algebra 101
with action ad 0a. For a cocommutative algebra X, the diagonal homomorphism A: J -> I ^ I is a homomorphism of Hopf algebras and therefore, according to Lemma 2.4, the following ring homomorphism is defined:
On the other hand, the homomorphism b: M -» X* 0 M, being dual to the action a, is a homomorphism of Milnor X-modules. Therefore the homomorphism 
The Thorn spectrum MU for pairs of CW-complexes V c W is used to define the cobordism groups One can give a purely geometric description of the groups U q (-) and U q (-) by using the notion of bordism of a map of smooth manifolds in the stable tangent (or normal) bundle, provided a complex bundle structure is fixed.
Let us introduce the graded groups
The standard embedding 
Denote by u(n) e U 2n (MU{n)) the Thorn class of the universal bundle -> BU(n).

It is clear that the identity map MU(n) -> MU(n) is a representative of the class u(n).
According to Conner and Floyd [11] , there exists a complete characteristic Chern class
of the complex vector bundle f -> F which is uniquely determined by the following properties:
1)Q(C) = 0, if/c>dimcC; 2)Q(C) = z(C),if^>dim c C;
3)C(Ci+f 2 ).= C(fi)C(C 2 ).
This result directly implies the following facts: For each co G , let us put 
Using the description of the rings U*(MU(n))
given above, we see that Au = QuS, i.e., elements of A v may be uniquely expressed in the form YJW a co s ojThe following results are due to Novikov [7] and Landweber [6] :
(2) The algebra S is a cocommutative Hopf algebra with diagonal A: S -> S 0 S , A^ = ^ 5WL 0 CO=CO\ +OJ2
Here the indices c^i and coi are added as elements of the semigroup Z^°. 
DEFINITION 5.3. The algebra S is called a Landweber-Novikov algebra.
It follows directly from the description of the multiplication in the £/*(•) theory and the description of the algebra S that for any CW-complex W the ring U*{W) is a Milnor module over the Hopf algebra S (see Definition 2.1). The complete description of all the operations in A v is concluded by the following result due to Novikov [7] .
The commutation rule in the algebra 
It is clear that the ring Q^2 w (Z) is closed with respect to the action of the algebra A u . Now consider the transformation
where u G U 2 {CP{oo)) and t G if 2 (CP(oo); Z) are the first Chern classes in complex cobordisms and in the cohomology of the universal bundle £i -» CP(oc).
We have 
Thus we have proved that X determines an isomorphism.
Now consider the representation of the group G on its ring of functions induced by right translations. According to (18), for any y e G we have
Using formula (20), we obtain x(X(a k )) -X((p x (a k )). •
The Lie algebra of the group G -Diffi (Z) is the Lie algebra of formal vector fields on the line L\{\). Further we shall need a result from [3] that describes the image of the ring Qu in P in terms of the group of diffeomorphisms. DEFINITION 6.1. The Hirzebruch genus associated with the series • §8. The quantum double of the Landweber-Novikov algebra is a subalgebra in the algebra of operations of the doubled theory of complex cobordisms
The doubled theory of complex cobordisms (bordisms) is constructed for smooth manifolds whose stable tangent bundle r possesses a fixed splitting into two complex bundles r = T/ 0 T\. •
